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Portable SCleaner is a tiny and portable freebie designed to tidy up the computer by removing unnecessary files, uninstalling software apps, and shredding files to make them unrecoverable. Wrapped up in a plain and clear interface, the app sports an intuitive set of
options that can be tweaked by any type of users, regardless of their previous experience with cleaning and optimization programs. As there is no setup pack involved, you can extract the program files to a custom directory on the hard disk and just click the EXE to
run. An alternative is to save Portable SCleaner to a USB drive or other mass storage device to run it on any PC without prior installers. The main application window holds five buttons dedicated to system cleaning, app uninstalling, file wiping, configuration and
product information, respectively. The system cleaning components remove web browser traces such as history and cookies, along with temporary Internet files and the Windows page file. Its behavior can be manipulated from the settings are into making Portable
SCleaner clean up files automatically on system startup and shutdown. Plus, it can disable Internet Explorer autocomplete as well as take into account an exception list with file types defined by the user. The software uninstallation module loads a list with all
identified programs, together with their publisher, version and estimated size. There's nothing special about it really, since its functionality stops after running the default uninstaller (e.g. cannot detect and remove leftover files). Finally, the file shredder is capable of
wiping multiple files and directories at once, and lets users drag and drop the items in the window. It supports three deletion methods: normal, overwrite and Gutmann (35 passes, highly secure). Operations are performed quickly in general, while Portable SCleaner
uses low CPU and RAM, so its impact on computer performance is minimal. There were no issues throughout our evaluation. However, the utility sports just standard settings and has an outdated interface. Bottom Line: 4.8 Overall rating 4.6 Value for money 4.3
Portability 4.2 Features 4.6 Performance 4.3 Recommendations This tool does what it says it does, but it is very basic. It doesn't recognize many files or apps, but I found it to be adequate. For the price, you really can't beat this. Overall, it's
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A compact portable and free tool for Windows operating system in order to clean up the computer by deleting unused files, clearing internet history, and completely erase sensitive files. Feature: ● Compact, portable, clean the computer with only a single click. ●
The application is designed for the Windows system, in the following languages: English, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Dutch, Finnish, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish and Vietnamese. ● Support 15
languages. ● The application design user-friendly and easy to use. ● Remove the unwanted programs, remove the temporary internet files, remove the system cookies, and empty the Windows page file. ● Backup settings, such as your homepage and search engine.
● Support all major web browsers. ● Support the command-line interface. ● Support to disable the autocomplete in the web browser. ● Support to remove the history, temporary files, cookies. ● Support to remove the information stored in the internet search
engine. ● Support to remove the information stored in the autocomplete in the web browser. ● Support to clear the files named as.txt,.htm,.html,.js,.php,.asp,.ini,.dat,.txt,.csv,.psd,.xml,.bak,.gz,.jar,.cab,.bin,.exe. ● Support to clear the text files named
as.ttf,.otf,.eml,.ics,.xls,.odt,.ods,.ppt,.pptx,.pdf,.csv,.doc,.xlsx,.zip,.txt,.c,.cpp,.cxx,.h,.hpp,.hxx,.in,.w,.java. ● Support to shred files such
as.bak,.prf,.pst,.mpp,.msg,.iso,.dll,.odc,.odt,.otf,.rtf,.rar,.sit,.sxc,.tbk,.torrent,.ttc,.ttf,.txt,.vbs,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe,.vbe, 2edc1e01e8
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Portable SCleaner (formerly Portable Windows System Cleaner)

Portable SCleaner is a small freeware, which is created with aim to increase your computer performance by cleaning unused files, deleting unneeded software and log files, and shredding of sensitive information in your computer. You will get a clean computer with
everything in it uninstalled and in a safe format that can not be accessed by anyone. Portable SCleaner is easy to use and very easy to operate. The program is very simple and has a lot of very helpful features. It is easy to use, nice to work with, and has a very
interesting design. It is designed to work well with Windows 10. The main window of the program is filled with five buttons, one for each main function: - Cleaning: here you will find all the main elements of the cleaning process. You can find out how to remove all
unneeded files, log and unused data, uninstall the unnecessary programs, and more. - App uninstaller: in this section of the program you will be able to get information about all the applications on your computer. In here you will be able to remove unused
applications and data. - File shredder: you will find the opportunity to shred files in the computer. - Custom: In this section you will find the chance to change the settings and parameters of the program. Here you will be able to choose the level of cleaning for the
program. - Config: here you will find information about the portable version of the program. The main features of the program are: - Remove unnecessary files: the most important feature of the program. - Remove browser history: the program removes your history
and the data about you visiting websites, the options for which are provided. - Remove search history: here the program removes your history of your searches, for example, if you search for "Connect to a LAN", in the next restart of the computer the program will
remove the searches that were made previously. - Remove temporary internet files: the program removes the temporary internet files and also scans the page file of the computer. - Uninstall the unnecessary programs: this feature will allow you to uninstall all the
unnecessary programs, including ones that are installed by default by the operating system. - Shred files: the program shreds files that contain your personal information. If you accidentally spilled your photos, documents, and other files, this is the place where you
can get rid of them. - Configuration: here you can change the level of cleaning, and turn the
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What's New in the?

SCLEANER is a tiny and portable freebie designed to tidy up the computer by removing unnecessary files, uninstalling software apps, and shredding files to make them unrecoverable. Wrapped up in a plain and clear interface, the app sports an intuitive set of
options that can be tweaked by any type of users, regardless of their previous experience with cleaning and optimization programs. As there is no setup pack involved, you can extract the program files to a custom directory on the hard disk and just click the EXE to
run. An alternative is to save Portable SCleaner to a USB drive or other mass storage device to run it on any PC without prior installers. The main application window holds five buttons dedicated to system cleaning, app uninstalling, file wiping, configuration and
product information, respectively. The system cleaning components remove web browser traces such as history and cookies, along with temporary Internet files and the Windows page file. Its behavior can be manipulated from the settings are into making Portable
SCleaner clean up files automatically on system startup and shutdown. Plus, it can disable Internet Explorer autocomplete as well as take into account an exception list with file types defined by the user. The software uninstallation module loads a list with all
identified programs, together with their publisher, version and estimated size. There's nothing special about it really, since its functionality stops after running the default uninstaller (e.g. cannot detect and remove leftover files). Finally, the file shredder is capable of
wiping multiple files and directories at once, and lets users drag and drop the items in the window. It supports three deletion methods: normal, overwrite and Gutmann (35 passes, highly secure). Operations are performed quickly in general, while Portable SCleaner
uses low CPU and RAM, so its impact on computer performance is minimal. There were no issues throughout our evaluation. However, the utility sports just standard settings and has an outdated interface. Download Bravo, Nero Author Bravo Products Inc. Size: 1.71
MB Date Added: 2012-03-29 Category: System Utilities Publisher: Bravo License: Shareware (Freeware) Price: Free Trial Downloads: 710 Rating: 60% with 108 votes | 569,638 votes Software downloads related to Bravo Author Bravo Products Inc. Description: Bravo
Free Download Bravo Free is a free and smart utilities software used to backup, restore and convert your data to a CD-ROM or DVD-ROM disc. It can easily burn your files to your CD or DVD, and it can also make your CD or DVD playable on your computer. You can
also create an image file to protect your data in case of any data loss. Bravo Free is available in 3 versions: (Ultimate, Professional, Free). This version is
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System Requirements For Portable SCleaner (formerly Portable Windows System Cleaner):

OS: Mac OS 10.5 or higher Windows 7 or higher Hard Disk: 40 GB RAM: 2GB Video Card: Intel HD4000 or Radeon HD4800 or higher Mouse: Microsoft Natural Ergonomic 4000 or similar Touch Screen: Input Devices: Speakers: Additional Requirements: Internet:
Additional hardware required: Windows 7 or higherMac OS 10.5 or higher40 GB2GB
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